Installation Instructions for 610-1046

TEE Storage Tube & Holder

The storage tube is designed to safely store a single TEE probe in a vertical position after it has been disinfected and rinsed.

1. Choose desired location for the storage tube.
2. Place the storage tube against the wall with the storage tube bottom above the floor (see sketch). Mark the wall at the top of the storage tube. Place the Upper Bracket (with the two ‘ears’ pointing up) at this mark ensuring it is parallel to the floor. Mark with a pencil through the screw holes on wall and remove bracket.
3. For a sheetrock wall, screw the E-Z anchors (supplied) directly into the wall and install mounting screws. For masonry walls use suitable anchors (not supplied). For wood walls use the screws only.
4. Install Upper Bracket and tighten screws.
5. Place storage tube in Upper Bracket.
6. Slide Lower Bracket over bottom of tube and raise it up about six inches from bottom of tube.
7. Ensure that the tube is vertical and mark the holes through the Lower Bracket on wall. Install E-Z Anchors and screw Lower Bracket into wall.
8. To place tube in brackets, slide it into the Lower Bracket first then over the ‘ears’ of the Upper Bracket. The open slot of the tube should be facing you.
9. Locate connector holder and strain relief on wall and install as above.

The slot on the front of the tube allows you to ‘feed’ the probe into the tube without having to stress the probe. The handle of the probe ends up resting securely in the top of the tube.

If you have any questions or concerns, please call CIVCO Medical Solutions at:
1-800-445-6741

102 First Street South • Kalona, IA 52247 • Tel: (800) 445-6741 • Fax: (877) 329-2482 • WWW.CIVCO.COM
MOUNT TUBE, STRAIN RELIEF AND CONNECTOR HOLDER PER INSTRUCTION SHEET
USE E-Z ANCHORS (SUPPLIED) FOR SECURE INSTALLATION

**DISTANCE FROM FLOOR MUST BE BASED OFF FACILITY GUIDELINES.**